
What My Name Means 
By Jennifer Dignan

Day 1 Poetic Devices
Watch the video link, https://youtu.be/bvb4mTvGNf8 , 
“Poetic Devices” below and take notes.  OR review the Poetry Elements notes. 
You will need the definitions for the different poetic devices to complete day 1 
assignment. 

Directions: Read the lines of poetry. Slashes represent line breaks. Identify two 
or more poetic techniques being used in each example and write them on the 
line. There may be more than two techniques being used. In the boxes below, 
explain each of your answers.

1. I'm growing fonder of my staff; / I'm growing dimmer in the eyes; I'm growing 
fainter in my laugh; / I'm growing deeper in my sighs;

Circle which poetic devices  are being used (pick two or more)? 
 Alliteration, Consonance, Onomatopoeia, Repetition, Rhyme, Rhythm 

How do you figure?  Explain how you got your answer 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
2. Buzz, goes the blue fly, / Hum, goes the bee,

Buzz and hum they cry, / And so do we:

 Circle which poetic devices are being used (pick two or more)? 
 Alliteration, Consonance, Onomatopoeia, Repetition, Rhyme, Rhythm 

How do you figure?  Explain how you got your answer 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________



Day 2 Read the poem.

Day 3 POETRY ANALYSIS QUESTIONS
In complete sentences, answer these questions about Jennifer DIgnan’s poem, 
“What My Name Means.”



1. Does the speaker seem to agree with the way other people see her?
Explain.

2. Can you relate to this poem and how different people may see you 
differently?  Explain. 

Day 4 CREATE YOUR POEM
Acrostic Poem: An acrostic poem is a poem in which the first letter of each word 
or line spells out a word, message or the alphabet.  Type into the space below.

 Example:
F- Fun to be around
R- Rare and hard to find
I- Interested in what you have to say
E- Ever near when your sun doesn't shine
N- Nothing is ever too much
D- Distance never too far
S- Standing by your side when your dreams have passed you by




